This short paper deals with the general problem of Ophir only in so far as that problem has a bearing on the more specific question of commercial relations between India and the West in the tenth century B.C.
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Hebrew text of Chronicles used by the Greek translator (before 150 B.C., as proved by a passage of Eupolemos) was not particularly good, but had suffered considerably from careless copyists. Almug is at least as likely to be correct as algum. The reading algum is often assumed to be correct merely because of an entirely hypothetical comparison with Sanskrit valguka. The text of Kings itself may not have been preserved with complete accuracy, but unless this comparison can be shown conclusively to be valid it cannot be used to prove the superiority of the reading of Chronicles.
The Septuagint translates the word in I Kings 10:11 by (5Xa Even if this conclusion is correct, it by no means applies to Kings. There was no unified original Greek translation of the Old Testament.
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There were independent translations of single books or groups of books. The text of each book must be treated on its own merits. Torrey's conclusions are supported by Procksch, Septuaginta-Studien, p. 59, for the text of the Prophets. given for the B and L translations of the three Hebrew words in the passage of Kings. It is most unlikely that it can be due merely to a corruption of the text, and there is not the slightest reason for thinking that it is due to a later revision and correction of the A reading by B. There were probably two independent translations, and the A reading in Kings is due to a later revision. However, as will be seen presently, the translation 'ivory and apes' is as old as Ophir had an initial S, is fallacious. Coptic is so late and so much dependent on Greek that the word Sophir was certainly borrowed from the Greek form with prefixed S.6 Gesenius7 supported the translation of thukkiyyIm as 'peacock' by a comparison with tokei, a Dravidian word for 'peacock.' Lassen8 further adduced the Sanskrit word likhin, from which he assumed that the Dravidian word tokei was derived (mit Dekhanischer Aussprache). These comparisons have met with almost universal acceptance. Caldwell' reported that the ordinary Tamil word for 'peacock' was mayil (from Sanskrit may'lra), that the peacock was sometimes called siki (from Sanskrit sikhin), but that the old word was t6kei, pronounced t6gei and derived from a root meaning 'to hang.' The existence of the word siki invalidates the derivation of tokei ,from Sanskrit 4ikhin. Tokei is an epithet meaning 'the bird with a hanging tail.' Sikhin is an epithet meaning 'the crested bird.' The two words are not related.2 The earliest Sanskrit word for 'peacock' is mayiira, which is found in the Rig Veda.3 Sikhin, used metaphorically to denote the peacock, occurs first in the PrStiBikhya of the Rig Veda (ca. 600 B.C.). There is no evidence that the word was so used in the tenth century B.c. At present Tamil is without a chronological backbone, and we have no historical dictionary. Caldwell, much too conservatively, dated no piece of Tamil literature before the tenth century A.D. There is now a growing tendency, as Tamil literature is studied more critically, to regard the second and third centuries A.D. as the great period of Tamil history and literature.4 However that may be, there is not the slightest proof that the word tokei was used in the sense of 'peacock' in the tenth century B.C. We know nothing about Southern India until the time of AMoka (third century B.C.), not even whether the Tamil people dwelt, in the tenth century B.C., in that part of India now inhabited by them. At present the comparison of thukkiyyIm with tokei is of no historical value. Greek raw's or raZis, Attic rawi (according to Trypho apud Athenaeus 9. 397e), has by almost universal consent been derived from the iHebrew word thukkiyy~m,5 and confirmation is found therein for the belief that 'peacock' is the true meaning of the latter. The Greek word is usually transliterated tahos, but the rough breathing really The peacock was known in Athens toward the end of the fifth century B.C., and there is good reason for believing that it came to Athens from Samos, where it was used in the cult of Hera.3 Did it come to Samos from Palestine, Phoenicia, or Babylon? As yet no representation of the peacock on Assyrian monuments seems to be known. Meissner4 suggests that the peacock maybe intended in a description of wonderful birds 'deren Schwingen blau gefiirbt waren' received as tribute by Tiglath-Pileser (738 B.C.), but no name for the birds is given, nor is the place from which they came mentioned.
The Baveru JAtaka relates how a peacock (mora from Sanskrit mayfira) was-taken to a place called Baveru (suspected of being Babiru, Babylon).5 The story may possibly reflect events of the fifth or sixth centuries B.C. The identification with Babylon is credible, but is not certain." word for 'peacock.' Tavuk, tawyk, or tauk means 'chicken.' Hiising' gives thaus or thavus as the common word for 'peacock' in the languages of the Caucasus. Dialectic forms are thatagu', tiitiiku', and thauskus'.
The origin of all these forms which resemble the Greek word so closely, and are undoubtedly connected with it, is uncertain, and the center from which the borrowing took place cannot yet be determined. The clue may eventually be found in Babylonia, unless Hal6vy is right in deriving the word from Aramaic, or Lewy in deriving it from Hebrew. It is extremely doubtful whether any of these words has any connection with thukkiyy;m, even assuming that that form is correct.
The available evidence seems to show that there was no certain tradition among the Hebrews that Ophir was located in India or that thukkiyyzm (if that reading be correct) meant 'peacock.' Eupolemos, in the second century B.c., was ignorant of any such tradition. The identification of Ophir with India by Josephus was made at precisely the time when India had become famous as a land of gold. In the face of the evidence presented above it is most unlikely that Jerome and the Targums preserved any old tradition, which, running subterraneously for centuries, came to the surface for the first time in the third and fourth centuries A.D. and found literary expression then for the first time. It is much more likely that they merely copied the current opinion. It was the identification of Ophir with India (both being lands of gold) which led to the effort to identify the obscure Hebrew word with the name of some Indian product. Discussion of the emendations which have been proposed for the words senhabbim, qophim, and thukkiyyim, and of the other identifications such as 'parrots' and 'guinea fowl' which have been proposed for thukkiyyim, has been purposely omitted.
The text criticism of the Old Testament is entirely outside of my own field. These jottings and suggestions have been made in the hope that some Old Testament scholar may be induced to subject the passages under discussion to a more searching textual criticism. The Ethiopic versions, for instance, are beyond my reach.
